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SUBOD takes action
to block impending
student fee increase

Thanks for the lift

McCarthy signs resolution to set fee limitation
By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
The immediate threat of an increase of fees to cover
the cost overruns of the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center has caused the Student Union Board of
Directors to move into action.
"We are going to have to move quickly," said A.S.
President Michael McLennan.
In a special meeting Wednesday afternoon. SUBOD
unanimously approved a resolution that stands by the
March 1984 policy, limiting student fees to $40 a semester.
The resolution follows a petition circulated by McLennan. About the petition McLennan said. "Students
are involved and we are upset. We are out of the information flow."
The resolution also calls for the California State University Board of Trustees, who has managed the construction and financing of the building of the Rec Center.
to be accountable to SJSU for the cost ovemms.
In the resolution. SCROD calls for the associated
students to be provided a presentation of alternative
forms of financing and a report covering a breakdown of
the cost overruns before there is to be authorization for a
fee increase.
The special meeting was called in response to a letter
delivered to Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans.
hs. John Hills ;ird. assistant vice chancellor of Auxiliary

Kendra Luck Daily

Teacher Gordon notion. right. demonstrates the
technique used in vs or king ss id] brain -damaged

stall photographer

children outside of the Central Classromn Building. 1 he "patient" is Barbra Harmon.

Lazy A.S. meeting follows
week of party competition
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
A sarcastic memo titled ’Ways to end an organization." compiled by a company called Abate in North Dakota. has been circulating the Associated Students office
lately.
The memo humorously lists ways in which members
can undermine their associations.
Less than a week ago, 31 members of the Responsible Alliance party packed the Student Union Guadalupe
Room for three hours, yelling and lobbying until 11 p.m.
for a chance to serve SJSU students.
But, on Wednesday, the A.S. directors, all of whom
are REAL members, laughed and chatted for an hour at a
3 p.m. meeting. Some of the
A.S. directors have their slate
Analysis
nominations for SJSU’s strongest political party locked up. Some have chosen not to
run for re-election. The pressure is definitely off.
It appears the directors did not understand that the
memo is sarcastic.
On Wednesday. ShaRon Lewis, director of business
affairs. arrived 22 minutes late and John Hjelt. director
of student rights and responsibilities, arrived 27 minutes
late. Both missed the meeting’s first vote.
No. 1 on the list is. "Don’t attend meetings, hut if
you do. arrive late."
Lewis, And Crt17, director of ethnic affairs, and
Quynh Giao Bui, director of intercultural affairs, did not
attend a special, half-hour A.S. meeting that iook place
one hour after the 3 p.m. meang.
Ni). 2 on the list is "Be stue to leave before the meeting is adjourned."
Hjelt. who had nothing to say at the meeting after his
late arrival, did approach the Spartan Daily after it was
adjourned.

A.S. meeting minutes missing
he Associated Students Board 01 Directors minutes
book is missing from the directors’ office in the Student
Union.
The book, a large black hinder containing minutes
from A.S. meetings since August. was noticed missing
on Monday. A.S. President Michael McLennan said.
"Somebody’s got it," McLennan said Wednesday.
’Obviously someone physically took it.
McLennan also said someone involved with A.S.
may have taken the book and forgotten to return it.
The book is one of only two copies of A.S. meeting
minutes. and the A.S. secretary will have to build another minutes log from the original if it is not found, said
Terry McCarthy. A.S. vice president
Jeff Elder
No. 3 reads "Never have anything to say at meetings. Wait until you get outside."
All but one motion of the two brief meetings passed
without opposition. Then most of the board promptly
left.
No. 4 reads "When at meetings. vote to do everything. then go home and do nothing."
After the meeting. Tom Boothe. director of California state affairs, said. "There are people in this room
who just don’t care anymore."
No. S reads .....he next day find fault with officers
and members."
Dan McIntosh. director of academic affairs,
abstained fnon voting on three straight motions, including one he attempted to second after that had already
See MEETING page 6

Parking rate increase
prompts petition drive
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily staff writer
The impending parking fee increase to $2 per day has prompted a
group of SJSU students and staff
members to launch a petition drive.
The goal is to present 10,0(() signatures to State Assemblyman John
Vasconcellos. asking for the fee to
be kept at 75 cents for two years
while alternatives are explored. said
Elisa Mabra-Holmes. petition drive
coordinator.
"A lot of people on campus are
concerned about the fee increase."
she said.
Sean Fitinghoff. a civil engineering major, said he opposes the
increase. "We’re pixy students... he
said. "The parking situation is pretty
had and a new garage needs to be
built. hut $2 is a hit stiff."
Mabra-Holmes, a student and operations manager of the Spartan
Bookstore, said staff and student
volunteers from several departments
will he collecting the signatures. hut
that more help is needed. A meeting
will be held at noon on Tuesday in
the A.S. Council Chambers where
sign-up lists will he available.
Petition tables will he set up on
March 8. 9 and 10 outside the 10th.
Seventh and Fourth Street parking
garages and the Student Union.
The A.S. involvement "has been
rather minimal," said Tom Boothe.
director of California state affairs.
*1 told them what they needed to do;
that they have to influence the penpleat the state level."
But, he said, this petition would
have been more efficient before the
decision was made by the California
State University Board of Trustees.
When the increase was suggested
last spring. Boothe made copies of
the proposal and circulated it around
campus. But the A.S. couldn’t cover

AIDS production makes its way to campus
By Mike Lewis
Daily staff writer
"Warren," a critically -acclaimed
play about AIDS, will be presented
on campus April 20 though 26 in the
Music Hall due to funding made
available through Associated Students.
Jim Walters, an academic senator.
pushed to bring the production on
campus because he feels that the
play is a "great help" in AIDS
awareness on campus.
"We can reach a lot more people
when we do events like this than we
do when we have forums," Walters
said.
"This play has toured nationally
and has proven its ability to reach
people." he added.
"Warren." written by playwright
Rebecca Ranson, is based on a

’This play has toured nationally and has
proven its ability to reach people.’
Jim Walters,
ademic senator

"This is the first college I’ve
taken the play to." Kerns said. "I’m
excited to be working with the college actors and increasing the campus aw arenes."
According to Kerns, casting and
rehearsals will begin the same day

friend of Ransons’ who contracted
AIDS and died in San Fransisco in
1984.
Michael Kerns, director of the
play, will he casting SJSU students
in all roles on Monday. April II.
s

-

and Business Services.
In the letter received Tuesday. Hillyard states that the
CSU Board of Trustees include on the agenda for March
8-9 to seek "approval for the issuance of the (SJSU student bonds."
"In other words," McLennan said. "they’re asking
for a fee increase."
Evans could not he reached for comment concerning
the matter.
McLennan plans on going down to Long Beach for
the meeting to represent the students’ dissatisfaction with
the fee increase idea.
McLennan agreed with Rick Thomas. A.S. director
of community affairs. "Alternative funding is the best
way to solve this problem. To ask the student body to
hear the burden of cost overruns is absolutely ludicrous.’’
Alternative funding can come from numerous
sources. McLennan said. "Maybe there are state funds
available, maybe there are university local reserves." he
said.
At any rate. SUBOD is asking the Chancellor’s Office to look into creative ways of funding the overruns
without taxing the students.
Another portion of the letter from Hillyard said, "In
order to permit the construction to L’onlinue on schedule,
additional funds are needed."
\t ’RFC mice

due to the rushed nature of the pro
duct ion
"It is really an urgent process,"
he said. "The props are very simple
but we have to get the actors comfortable with their roles."
"Warren" has been performed
through the United States including
productions in Rochester. New Orleans, Honolulu and Philadelphia
The play ran for a year in Los Angeles.
"Warren" received the AGI. A
(Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Art
ists) award during its run in Los An
geles.
"This is probably the most accessible AIDS play in the country because it has been done in so many.
cities," Kerns said.
"Using local actors makes the
See WARREN page 6

Abandoned
vehicles
plague SJSU
By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Once the abandoned royal
blue Chevrolet Caprice is
towed from Eighth Street.
SJSU students can park their
cars over the oil spot it leaves
behind.
Removing orphaned cars
like this one is one way to increase the number of spaces
available to campus area corn/MCP..
A December San Jose City
Council decision permits a
large auto wrecking firm to
begin operating in San Jose,
said a San Jose Police Department parking control officer.
This company. Pick Your
Pan, can provide a location for
the city’s 50 tow ing companies
to take cars to, ollicer Victor
Cardoza said.
See CARS page 6
the printing costs and he wasn’t able
to find volunteers to help him.
"Not too many people were concerned." he said. "They looked at
me like I was weird."
Now, he "would like to see some
research’
about the costs and
chances of the project "before getting the A.S. involved in something
we can’t win." he said.
Mabra-Holmes said she didn’t
hear of the issue **until it came out in
the paper that the increase had gone

through
She said she realizes that "going
hack to the board is fruitless- and
doesn’t know if their effons will he
successful.
"Vasconcellos may not he able to
do anything." she said. "But it’s the
and
only way we have to go .
we’re going to give it a try."
The fee hike was approved by the
trustees last summer, despite opposition from the California State Students Association,
The 19 schools in the university.
system will all have their parking
rates raised, hut only two. San Jose
and San Francisco, to as high as $2
per day (or $18 per month) Other
schools will be paying between $12
and S16 per month, depending on
whether they are land -rich ’ or
"land-poor." according to the summary statement of the board’s July
meeting.
Fees will be higher at land-poor.
urban campuses because building
parking garages is more expensive
than "slapping pavement on a piece
of land." Boothe said.
California doesn’t fund parking
spaces. so the lots have to "pay for
themselves." Boothe said
In the past. the system has
charged a uniform fee. The differential fee proposal was chosen over a
systemwide increase to $14 tor reasons of fairness to the land -rich
schools, according to the board’s
statement.
"What the trustees are basically
saying is that ib we want another
parking garage we’re going to have
to pay for it," Boothe said.
But the increase is "discriminatory toward urban institutions." he
said. "This is a commuter school."
he said. Many SJSU students "don’t
See PETITIO V Nee 6

Symposium to discuss
key issues for athletes
By Kathy 51 hit(’
Daily staff writer
Discussions on racism, substance abuse and governance of
intercollegiate athletics will headContemporary’
line
"The
Relationship of Intercollegiate
Athletics and the University"
Symposium on Monday and
Tuesday in the Spartan Chapel.
The sy 1111110SIUITI. sponsored by
the departinent of human performance, is the result of a year -long
effort by James Bryant, chairman
of that department
Bey ant said lie thinks he has

gathered the best sports sociologists in the country to speak.
The topics are "Racism on
Campus and Within Intercollegiate .Athletics: "The Governance ill Intercollegiate Athletics
and the Relationship to the University." and "Substance Abuse
and the Role of the NCAA. University and Intercollegiate Athletic Programs "
"I think there needs to be an
awareness of these problenis,"
Bryant said. "I’m not implying
that these problems are here at
See SYMPOSIt SI page .5
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More Than Meets The Eye

FORUM
Karen
Derenzi

Diauf

Remembering the games

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications

another chapter of the Olympic book comes
Asto a close. Americans may have mixed views
about the success or failure of the U.S. contingency in Calgary.
This is probably one of those Olympics that the
l’nited States will just want to forget. Nothing went
seemed. And when it did, there was
right or so it
always a memory hanging over the athlete’s head.
Everything started out all right. The opening
ceremonies in Calgary’s McMahon Stadium were
beautiful, a combination oh color, dance and tradition that not only involved 1,700 athletes from arecord 57 countries, but also brought the spectators
from around the globe into the picture.
Spectators were not just given cards to hold up.
they were given parkas: a real reminder of their
day. It’s obvious that Calgary really wanted to go
all out on this one and show the world that there is
another side of Canada a side very different from
the French -influenced Montreal and Quebec.
Not only did the city ignite numerous Olympic
flames around Calgary, committee officials even
Aent so far as to make sure the 60.000 spectators at
the opening ceremonies didn’t get sore anos from
in titling up cards for three hours.
What surprised me was that people actually
store the parkas. It was a sight to see: big, burly
men decked out in brightly -colored outerwear.
When I2 -year-old schoolgirl Robyn Perry lit
(he Olympic flame high atop McMahon Stadium. a
fi hole nation knew that the youth of today are deft
iiitely the Olympic champions of tomorrow.
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Letters to the Editor
Let students decide
Lditor.
Walking around campus and reading the Spartan Daily. I’m cornstantly reminded of how much supposed "free choice- we. the
students of SJSU. possess. We are
able to % ote whether or not we want
"dangerous" bikes and skateboards
on campus. We can vote whether or
not we want our very own record
store, and once, not so long ago, the
university decided we were intelligent enough to vote on a really important issuethe Rec Center.
But as my commuter mind
searches the pages and walkways. I
see not one petition or survey directed at those people who dread
paying the fee increase at the parking
garages. Are there no other people
out there like myself that the mere
thought of paying $2 a day or SKI a
semester for a parking permit boils
the blood in their veins?
Why isn’t there a committee on
campus that devotes itself to this
very worthy cause? I know I can’t
possibly be alone in my distress because I know many people who attend SJSU because it’s a viable solution to school
it appeals to the
person who has to commute.
I have to commute to school. I
can’t afford to live on campus. And
I’m not ashamed to say I drive my
car, usually without a passenger.
Should 1 have to pay through the
nose for driving my car? Someone
please tell me what committee I can
join or somewhere I can write about
this fee increase!
Is it out of our hands? Are you
saying we the students don’t have a
right to decide an issue that’s so important? If this is true, I say we bring
it back to the students to decide. We
should be able to vote on a parking
lee increase just as we were able to
vote on a fee increase for. the Rec
center. Everyone agrees that SJSU is
a commuter college, so let the commuters have a say in the issues that
are very important to them. OK,
sometimes we may display apathy to
student body elections, but that’s because the issue really doesn’t apply
to us in a meaningful way. When I
realize that I will pay almost the
same amount for books as I will for

We don’t
want to be
"Recless
A.S. Leisure Services doesn’t want
to be -Recless! We’re in search of an
Open Recreation Supervisor. Applicants should
have experience in Open Recreation or
similar Athletic Facility Supervision
5.80 per hour
20 hrs/week
Apply in the Student Activities and Services
Office by Feb. 29th at 5:00pm

924-5950

40.:Tr E3Aprizer)7

parking, the issue becoi nes sets
meaningful. Are there any oininuters out there sharing the same
thoughts.’
Kendall Haugaard
Junior
Child De% elopment

Page glorified war
Editor.
Thank you for the pictures of
dummy grenades. simulated hunkers
and firing at targets ("SAL’ cadets
compete at Ranger (’hallenge" Feb.
24). To achieve a balance. how
about a full page spread on the real
life death and destruction of war?
I suggest including that timeless
photo of the Vietnamese girl who got
napalmed and any other number of
famous war shots in the Associated
Press library. These pictures shoo
what happens when we are tion:ed to
put military training into practice.
anti ii would serve to remind us that
war is more than just another game
to he played.
Jerry R. Conner
English
ifornierl off .S. ’Sass

Thanks for noticing
Editor.
As director of the Frances Gulland
Child Care Center. I was very
pleased to see Charlotte Klopp’s column "Who will mind the children"
in the Feb. 18 Spartan Daily.. addressing the important issue of child care
for student -parents at SJSU.
The problem of child care and especially affordable quality care is
being seriously addressed on local.
state and national levels. It is time
SJSU also took a serious look and
made some decisions about the future of child care at the university.
The Frances Gulland Child Care
Center has provided child care for
student/parents for 15 years and is
presently the only child care center
in the University. The program is
funded entirely through a State Department of Education grant. Associated Students funding. private donations, fund raising events and
parent lees (based on a sliding
scale). This funding system is inherently unstable because most if the fi-

nancial structure is based on variables and fluctuating circumstances
Although St. Paul’s Methodist
Church generously leases space to
the Center on a year-to-year basis.
this arrangement is based on the
premise that the (’enter is seeking a
permanent facility on campus. The
space has been adapted to meet the
needs of young children. hut the situation Os often "less than desirable." and often very inadequate. as
Charlotte points out. One of the
major problems is the fact that the
facility is a multiple use building.
This demands constant atlaption for
everyone involved and undermines
the program quality..
There is a great need for child care
at SJSU. Demand is increasing for
expanded services such as an infant
program, evening care and a facility
which would serve a large number of
the many children of students. faculty and staff. To solve these problems we need to address the issue
now. and work together to find solutions to the need for a permanent facility and stable funding structure.
Karen Sheridan
Director
Frances Gulland
Child Care Center

All holidays worthy
Alter reading the letter from
Bruce Gutman in which he writes.
"what the hell gives you the right to
discriminate against another ethnic
group just because they made the
front page," leads me to suspect that
he totally misunderstood the point of
Dung Hu Flung’s letter. Flung, and
other Asians on this campus celebrate holidays which are not always
celebrated by others, hut this fact
does not make the holidays less important.
The tact that there is a considerable number of Asians on this campus should he enough reason to
cover special days or events which
Asians are concerned with.
No tune is being "discriminated
against- because they appeared on
the front page. This is a ridiculous
statement.
Leonita N. Pancho
Junior
Hiolints

COPIES
Open Early

S.J.S.U. Hillel and
The United Jewish Appeal
invite you to a
1

’

.............
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Unfortunately. many of the U.S. athletes’
youthful dreams would never turn into
or silver or bronze, for that
Olympic gold
matter. It wasn’t long before America’s hopes were
crushed into the snow.
Less than 24 hours after the torch was lit, the
nation learned that speed skater Dan Jansen’s sister
had succumbed to leukemia. Americans had
in a perthanks to ABC
learned about Jane
sonal interview. Dan wanted to win it all for Jane.
and yet it was probably her very death that caused
him to lose his concentration and tumble to the ice
of the Olympic Oval, not tuner. but twice.
I can only wonder if Jansen will ever have another chance to show Ins sister how much she
meant to him. how much he wanted to win the gold
in Calgary for her.
Skates played another big role in dashing America’s medal hopes. Team USA once again failed to
provide the same excitement and national pride that
the I 910) Olympic ice hockey team provided in
Lake Placid. Will there ever be another -Miracle
on Ice?’ We’ll have to wait four more years.
Unusual as it may seem, there have been some
great moments for our Olympic athletes. Visiting
our neighbor to the north has brought fame, fortune
and Lord knows what other benefits to at least one
hometown Lvov the Bay area’s Brian Boitano.
More than Jansen sprawled across the ice, more
than the hockey team’s dejected looks after falling
and
to the West Germans, I think Americans
will remember Brian Boitano
certainly this one
Saddledome
the
literally spinning over the ice of
Not only did Boitano Jaunt he was better than
Canada’s Brian Orser, he set out to prove it by stnc
cessfully completing eight triple jumps. For those
who don’t know touch about competitive figure
skating or weren’t listening to Dick Button’s commentary not that I blame you), eight triple jumps is
the maximum amitunt allowed in Olympic competition. So Boitano didn’t try the quad he didn’t
have to.
Boitano brought hack memories of another gold
medalist, 1984 Olympic champion Scott Hamilton.
And if his performance didn’t spark the viewers’
memories. ABC’ helped out by periodically flashing
hack to Hamilton watching hoitano.
One speed skater did stay on her skates at the
Olympic Oval. Bonnie Blair brought home the gold
in record time, beating out East Germany’s Christa
Rothenburger by .02 of a second.
Blair is a sight for Americans to remember.
While Jansen had his head down and his hands on
his knees (understandably). Blair looked like the
champion she is with her hands thrust high over her
head.
Now America just has to wait and see if Debi
Thomas can handle East Germany’s Katarina Witt.
If she does, may he Americans will look back on the
19814 Winter (ianies with pride and fond memories,
not sadness and despair.
Karen I. Derenzi is Editor in Chief. More
Than Sleets the Eye appears eser) other Frida).

.

MIN AAP ORM
Saturday. February 27th - 7:00 p.m
at Hillel. 300 S. 10th St. (corner of San Carlos)
Suggested Donation $2.00
Come and taste Kosher wine and cheese
For reservations and information please Lail 40S -291-S311
Non-alcoholic beverages will be available

Open Late
Open Saturday
310S. THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

LEISURE
SERVICES
a

481 E. SAN CARLOS ST,
OPEN 7 DAYS
295-5511

kinkois
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March faculty workshops planned

Engineering deadline nears
If you want to become an engineering major,
don’t wait too long.
March 1 is the deadline to submit a petition for
fall entrance to the School of Engineering, said Associate Dean Robert Romig.
Students can obtain petitions from any departmental office, he said. Completed forms should be returned to the Engineering Building, Room 317.
Along with the petition, the professor added, students must include college transcripts proving they’ve
completed 15 semester units at SJSU. Potential engineering majors must also be California residents at the
time the paperwork is submitted.
Many students aren’t aware of the time constraint.
Romig said.
"The problem is that engineering is the only
i school) that requires a petition and has a deadline,"

he explained.
Between 150 and 200 students petition each semester. the professor added, but not everyone is accepted because the school is impacted.
"Impaction means you have more applications
than you can admit," Romig said.
The petition requirement applies to students from
SJSU or any other college, he said. Undeclared students, however, must wait a year before being accepted.
Romig said that students should be aware of the
March 1 deadline because the next petition date isn’t
until Oct. I.
Interested students cal call the School of Engineering at 924-3800 for information.
Vogler
Vic

Splash! Dean in dunk tank today
For one minute today, SJSU students
will have the chance to dunk the dean of
the School of Engineering.
From 5:59 to 6 p.m., Jay D. Pinson has
volunteered to sit on the school’s dunk
tank in the engineering courtyard, said associate dean Robert Romig.
The event is part of the school’s open
house to celebrate National Engineers
Week, he said.

Jay It. Pinson
engineering dean

Other events include student project
competitions, lab and computer demonstrations, and guided lab tours, he added.
The open house will last from 9 a.m. to

5:30 p.m.
Romig said the event is a public relations venture for the engineering school
and SJSU.
’We see it as an opportunity . . . for
the public to see what we’re doing,"
Romig explained.
Every year thousands visit the event,
he said.
"It’s a lot of fun for everybody."
Romig promised.
Anyone interested can attend the open
house. For information call the office of
the School of Engineering at 924-3800.
Vic Vogler

By I.isa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
The tables are turned: now the test
takers are teachers, but no grades are
given and attendance is voluntary.
The Faculty and Instructional Development Office is offering four
workshops in March designed to educate faculty members about various
techniques that improve instruction.
Subjects covered include studentteacher relations, the various media
materials on campus and how to use
them effectively, different forms of
conducting discussions and preparation for self-paced learning programs.
The intention behind all of the
workshops is to "get the teachers
into discussions," said Dr. Ron Mc
Beath, instructional resources director. With the exception of the media
workshop, which is mainly lecture
and demonstration, each session provides a paperback text and a work
hook of exercises. The exercises in
elude various scenarios followed
a set of questions.
An example from the instructor

Campuses expect
swarm of students
The nine
IRVINE, Calif. (API
University of California campuses
will have to absorb more students
because there are no plans to build
more campuses anytime soon, IV
President David P. Gardner says.
Campuses in Irvine, Riverside,
Santa Cruz, Davis, San Diego and
Santa Barbara will have to take more
students than projected if the system
is to absorb an expected wave of
qualified applicants. Gardner said
Tuesday.
He repeated many, of his remarks
later in a meeting yy ith newspaper
editors.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organkations. Items may be sub
mined on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.
TODAY
Ohana of Hawaii: Pizza night, 8
p.m.. Round Table Pizza, 860 Old
San Francisco Road, Sunnyvale.
Call 251-4667 for information.
Theatre Arts: A free one-act play.
BAAL by Brecht, directed by Al lake. 12:30 p.m., Studio Theatre,
Hugh Gillis Hall. Call 924-4530 for
information.
Department of Afro-American
Studies and the Santa Clara Valley
Black Historical Society: Historical
Black Film Festival, 7-10 p.m.,
Sweeney Hall Room 100. Call 9245871 for information.
Chicano Commencement Committee: Raffle. noon, Chicano Resource
Center, Walquist Library North. 3rd
floor. Call 924-2707 for information.
Pre-Medical Students’ Association: General meeting, 10:30 a.m.,
Duncan Hall Room 246.
SATURDAY
Beta Alpha Psi: Free tax preparalion service offered on Saturdays
through April 9th at various locations: this week. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.,
Business Classroom Room 300.
Department of Afro-American

Studies and the Santa Clara Valley
Black Historical Society: Historical
Black Film Festival, noon -5 p.m..
Sweeney Hall Room RM. Call 9245871 for information.

ers to study chemical reactions at
30,000 K.- 4:30 p.m. Duncan Hall
Room 135. Call 924-5000 for information.

SUNDAY

MI!. AO *MIA

Department of Afro-American
Studies and the Santa Clara Valley
Black Historical Society: Historical
Black Film Festival. 2:30-6 p.m.,
Sweeney Hall Room 100. Call 9245871 for information.
Clube Lusitania: General Meeting.
4 p.m., P.O.S.S.O., 1115 E. Santa
Clara St. Call 262-8044 for information.
MONDAY
Career Planning and Placement
Center: How to read an annual report to prepare for a job interview.
1:30 p.m. S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call 924-6033 for information.
Church of Christ: Informal Bible
study 7:00-8 p.m. Campus Christian
Center at 10th & San Carlos Call
926-2946 for information.
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"I think it’s an excellent decision.
not only from the perspective of the
city of San Jose but from the perspective of all cities in the state that
have rent control legislation." City
Attorney Joan Gallo said of the
Wednesday decision.

Counseling Services: Women’s
support group for women concerned
about over-eating. 3:30-5:15 p.m.
Administration Bldg. Room 222A.
Call 924-5910 for information.
Meditation
Campus
Ministry:
Group. 3:35-4:35 p.m. 3(1) S. 10th
St. Call 298-0204 for information.
Chemistry Department: Seminar:
Dr. James Valennni on "Using Las.

The 6-2 decision does not prevent
future challenges by landlords, but
Gallo said, "They can sue but they
won’t win."
A landlord’s lawyer downplayed
the impact of the ruling.
"The court postponed consideration of the constitutional merits
until the ordinance is actually applied." said Gary Rosenberg, a lawyer for landlord Richard Pennell.
San Jose’s ordinance, passed in
1979, permits annual rent increases
of It percent on residential property

Spartan Daily
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Small 2 item pizza

$6.00

Medium 2 item pizza

$7.00

Large 2 item pizza

$8.00

X -Large 2 item pizza $9.00
Prices do not include sales tax.

GRANDE PIZZERIA
150 East San Carlos Street
on the corner of 4th Street
(408) 292-2840
Good For Take
Out Orders Only
Expires March 10, 1988

"TWO THUMBS UP."
.SISKEL & EBERT
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*RECRUIT U.S.A., INC. (800) 325-9759
CITICORP PLAZA, 725 S. FIGUEROA ST., SUITE 3100
LOS ANGELES, CA 90017 (PHONE: (2)3) 955-4900
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African Awareness Month
Planning Committee
Presents Film Festival 1988
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Grande is giving you the best
prices on delicious pizzas!
Plus, you can keep using the
coupon until each size pizza
is bought!
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Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
(UCPS 509480)
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%%WI oi lel dil lc! en’ subjects each
semester, the program has reached a
large number of instructors.
"Over a long period of time (eight
or nine years( we have had a lot of.
faculty attend." Mc Heath said.
IP
All of the programs will he held
from 1:30 to 3 p.m. Tuesdays and
repeated Wednesdays on the following dates: "Using Media in Classroom." March 1 and 2: "Conducting Discussions," March 8 and 9;
" Improving
Instructor/Student
Relationships." March 15 and 16;
and "Planning/Preparing Self-Paced
I earning.’ March 22 and 21.

Grande Pizzeria Special Offer 1
One Time Only!

.h.-t

San Jose officials express
approval of rent control law
OffiWASHINGTON 1AP)
cials in San Jose voiced delight with
a Supreme Court decision upholding
the city’s unique and never-applied
rent control law that allows consideration of hardships to tenants.

student relations workbook shov,
that there are several roles which a
teacher plays for the student. At different times, a teacher in the classroom is seen as an expert, a formal
authority, a model, a counselor and a
facilitator.
The corresponding text states that
when students ask particular questions they are addressing the teacher
in one or more of his or her roles.
To enable good communication,
"we want the teachers to be aware
that they wear different hats." Mc Beath said.
Although an average of 10 to 12
teachers attend these workshops.
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to be featured will include the following::

Films
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"Black Preview"

"I Have A Dream"
Martin Luther King Jr.

"Legend of Jimmy
"Keep Cool" 1966
Blues Eyes"
"Stereotypes: Blacks in Cartoon" 1932
Many More Included
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Co-Sponsored By the Afro-American Studies Department

Showing Time is Friday 2/26 at 6pm, Saturday 2/27 at 12pm,
and Sunday 2/28 at 1:30pm
All shows are in Sweeney Hall Room 100
Showings are FREE and open to the public
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Spartans lose to Santa Clara;
winning streak stops at four

Strategic ’Missile’

Ron Green Daily staff

Malcolm "the Alissile" Allen, SJSU’s top-seeded
junior, returns an opponent’s solky during non-

photographer

conference action against Alichigan. Allen heat
his opponent in straight sets, 6.3.6-4.

Sheehan tournament begins today
SISt
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this weekend
Today. 15 teams ranked nattonally in intercollegiate %%Innen’. pill.
will begin play in the three-day Patty
Sheehan Invitational tidal at the Fiirt
Ord Bayonet Course in Monterey
The Spartans are two-time defending champions of the Patty Sheehan
tournament. The only other team to
win more than one title is Ariiona
State University. v. ho took home the
title in 1981 and 1982.
SJSU is not only. the defending
two-time champion. but is defending
tournanlent

Track opens
season with
SJSU Relays
The Spartans to ill open its track
and field season Saturata with the

starting gun of the SJSU Relays.
Collegiate entries for the season
opener are: Stanfiird. I C Berkeley.
Fresno State. Sacramento Slate. and
the College of Noire Dame
NCAA 35 -pound v,eighl throw
champion Fred Schumacho . shin
putter Brian Oldlield. two iiiiic
Spartan NCAA pole %atilt ntlist
Felix Bohni and top U.S. decathlete
Bart Goodell are among the top competitors in this all -day event
The field events to ill begin w ith
the hammer throw at 9 a in Running
events for the relays w ill begin at 11
a.m. and are expected to last until 4
pin
Jenniter ’Yunnan

NCAA champion.
Furman University. who was second to SJSU by one stroke at the nationals. will be looking to dethrone
the Spartans along with ASV. Texas
Christian. Tulsa Unkersity Duke.
of Oklahoma. Oklahoma
State. San Diego State. Stanford.
Texas, UCLA. U.S. International

1,1 \
11% and Washington.
I he course at Fort Ord has a
lenghth of 6,032 yards and a par of
72. The 54 -hole tournament will he
played on the Bayonet course. Tee off times are 9 a.m. today and 1.1ant
Saturday and Sunday.
Jen,utii

By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s baseball team dropped its
record to .5(X) after Wednestko ’s
loss to Santa Clara Universit)ii
Bock Shaw Stadium.
One swing of the bat in the bottom
of the third inning erased the Spartans’ hopes of extending their fourgame winning streak.
With two men on in the third. Dan
Archibald 0-21. in relief of starter
Donnie Rea. delivered a 1-0 pitch to
Santa Clara’s Mark Lewis, who
drove it over the right -center field
fence for a three-run homer.
The Broncos reached the bases on
some shoddy plays by Spartan infielders.
Bronco catcher Troy Buckley
started off the third with a grounder
toward second that shortstop Kell
Coan couldn’t find the handle on.
Matt Toole followed with a hat,’
smash that went under the glove of
third baseman Greg Mitchell.
"We should make those plays."
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said.
Mike Medieros laid down a sacrifice hunt that Archibald fielded.
throwing out Buckley at third. Th,-,
came Lewis to give the Brom,
what they needed.
"We were outplayed the major it
of the game." Piraro said. "The 4
score doesn’t show how had
should have been. They proba1,1
should have scored six or seven rui,-,
in the first two innings."
Rea, who went onl,s one inning in
a predetermined game plan, was iii
trouble from the start

SPORTS
After striking out the lead-off hatter on three pitches. Rea slipped trying to field a grounder, allowing RI
Giovanola to reach first. Jeff Di Bono followed with a line drive to
right, putting runners at first and second. After forcing Buckley to pop up
to right. Rea hit Toole with a pitch to
load the bases before striking out
Medieros to end the inning.
Five Spartan hurlers combined for
nine strikeouts on otilmu seven hits.
"During the week, we will probably go with changing pitchers every
couple of innings ’ l’irarii

"THE OVERDUE RETURN OF EROTICISM
AND INTELLIGENCE...it rekindles the sparks
of adult sexuality on the American screen...
It is about life and death, love and responsibility,
private morality and power politics’
Ric herd C.41...

RN
New Graduates,
You’re Invited
To Our
Career
Open House!

0164,
A.AsStfi is JtsAAAA.sAt

"A vibrant eroticism, enriched
with earthy humor and
gleaming with high-spirited
intelligence...one iii the
masterpieces of contemporary
cinema."
luck st..nr.
.-AN FRANLIscOCHRONKU

"Two big thumbs up for Philip
Kaufman’s ’The Unbearable
Lightness of Being’ an epic
on sexuality and politics."
SISKEL

Is

TIME MAGAZINE

"It rank, with the screen’s great
romances it overflows with
playful Ness and poetry. And
among contemporary love
stories, this movie has an
irony, frankness and
tenderness, and a visual force
and beauty, that put it in a
class of its own."
- ISCduel Srass.,
SAN FRANC:Ist O EXAMINER

MUNN

On Thursday. March 3. from 3pm to 3,30pm.
Kaiser Permariente, Santa Clara. will be holding an
Open House for new nursing graduates and ripenenced RNs Come take a tour of our facility and talk
with our Nursing Managers ;ghoul the exciting career
opportunities we hate as-unable
New grads nun start orientation for
Emergent, Ikpartment
June
Critical Care -- Juls
Med/Surg September
Cross-training programs for experienced nurses
will be available in Marsh for ICI iii ICS and
LAD, and in September for OR
User Permanente offers outstanding salaries and
benefits packages Free ongoing losers lie edutation.
certifit atom tourses career ladders and one -tonne preceptorship programs in which you will
also work with a clinit al instructor - will keep sou
growing and excited about sour dsnamit career Our
programs range in length Ina six weeks to three
months
Call CAthenne Ramer/ mr Demetra Adams at 140i11
23b-s2rifi and plan to inert with us at our Santa
Clara Medical Center in the Conference Center,
Conference Ihmin I. 9D0 Kiel, Blvd . Santa Clara
Please loin us for svhat promises to be an exciting
and informaI mil IA.nter .
tive alter
no,,n. St are
pas]
an equal
g
opportunits
emploser
tar ms
s Pim,
ASKI I.’

’Hut we haven’t decided yet. We’re
still searching for our fourth
starter.’
SJSU had a chance of putting a
big inning together in the sixth. With
one out, catcher Dan Hewitt blasted
a double to right -center. Andy Coan
t011owed with a single to right, hut
was thrown out trying to stretch into
a double as Hewitt went to third.
"We were a little overaggresive
on the base paths when we didn’t
need to be." Piraro said.
Todd Eagen followed with a single to right. scoring Hewitt. Mark
Phillips bounced out to the pitcher to
end the inning.
Wes Bliven 14-01 started for the
Broncos ;ind poi I he

EBERT 6, THE MOVIES

"It is an erotic film, it is a
political film and it is a
dramatic film. I loved every
minute of it."
"k.:Bc.Tv
-

THE

UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS
OF BEING
A lovers story
:lit +Al 1 ZAI N7.’..eta A
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SAN FRANCISCO
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BERKELEY
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WHY CONFORM TO THE NORM?
It would have been easy to play ’billow
the leader’ in the technology race. But
at Tandem, we chose to venture off on
our own, with a proprietary technology
and a new set of ideals. Now in the multibillion dollar on-line transaction
processing 1011.TP) market, we’re the
company that’s setting the pace. with a
full array of high performance low -end
and high -end systems that change the
way businesses process information.

started a nursery.
constructed a well.
surveyed a national park.
taught school.
coached track.
learned French

I WAS IN THE
PEACE CORPS

Peace Corps Film Show: Monday, Feb. 29, 1:00-3:00 p.m.
Montalvo Room, Student Union Building
Tuesday, March 1, 12 noon -2:00 p.m.
Montalvo Room, Student Union Building
Information Booth: Mon., Feb. 29-Wed., March 2, 10:00-3:00 p.m.
Student Union
Interviews: Mon., March 14 and Tues., March 15, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Career Planning and Placement
For more information, call Peace Corps Recruitment at (415) 974-8754

Within Tandem, you won’t he expected
to ’husk and act like everyone else Although you’ll be working with some of
the most knowledgeable technologists
in the business. your ideas won’t Ise lost
in A crowd. Small development teams
And an interactive approach to each
project ensure that you’ll have the opportunity to apply your creativitt
large-scale support of each project
guarantees the resources you need to

TANDEM
COMES TO CAMPUS
BS/MS or MBAs in MIS. MBAs/Marketing interested in a sales career and
REs/MEs in Hardware, come see what
Tandem is all about. Over refreshments you’ll meet informally with
Tandem employees and discuss professional opportunities in your field.

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS:
MIS and MBAs
Friday, March 4
Hardware
Wednesday, March 23

achieve.
It’s easy to find A company that’s more
conventional. more traditional than
Tandem Hut since we’ve conie this far
by independent thinking, we see any
other philosophy as just plain unnatural By not conforming to the standard,
we’ve been -able to enjoy uncommon
success. You can too. at Tandem

for more information. contact your
Placement Center. Or, send your resume

to College Recruiting. ’Pandem Computers
Incorporated. 1031)0 N. TAIIIAU Avenue. MS5S-12, Cupertino. tA 950 I-12599. We are an equal opportunity

employer m/f/h/v.

AfejTANDIERICOMPUTERS
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Symposium: Looks at issues in sports
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San lose State. but they are certainly
problems in the NCAA and we are a
part of the NCAA. I feel they need to
be addressed."
The job of addressing these problems falls on five visiting scholars
from throughout the country: Dr.
George Sage from University of
Northern Colorado, Dr. Stan Eitzen
from Colorado Stale University, Dr.
Allen Sack from University of New
Haven in Conneticut, Dr. James
Freu from University of Nevada-Las
Vegas, and Dr. Richard Lapchick
from Northeastern University in
Boston.
Sage will be opening and closing
the symposium. He has worked in
physical education with an interest in
sociology throughout his career.
Eitzen and Lapchick will talk on
racism with Eitzen addressing exploitation and Lapchick discussing hiring practices.

11:15 a.m.-12 p.m.: "Subtle Discrimination of Student -Athletes"
by Dr. Eitzen.
2:30-3:20 p.m.: -Apartheid in
South Africa and its Relationship
to Campus Life and Intercollegiate
Athletics" by Dr. Lapchick.
3:30-4:20 p.m. Open Forum on
Racism in Athletics and on the
University Campus by Dr. Eitzen
and Dr. Lapchick.
5-8 p.m.: Reception for visiting
scholars.
7:30-8:20 p.m.: Keynote Address

Eitzen is a sociologist who has
also been the author of a book on the
subject, while, Lapchick is director
of the Center for Study of Sports in
Society at Northeastern University.
Frey. with a background as a sociologist, will talk on the effects al
governance. Governance includes
booster andalumni groups helping
athletics teams.
Sack will discuss substance abuse
and the privacy rights of students.
He will he joined by Susan Harriman. Ruth Berkey. and S.ISLI’s

1 RAIPE17 i7ItTOIC5ORE
fOR 5EEF -HELP SAW,
ME COPE wan
tiv miptift svir

Symposium Events
MONDAY
9-9:50 a.m.: Introduction to Symposum with greetings by Dr. Gail
Fullerton, President and keynote
address ’’Intercollegiate Athletics
and the University" by Dr. George
Sage. Introduction of visiting
scholars.
10-11 a.m.: Keynote address
"Racism on Campus and Within
Intercollegiate Athletics" by Dr.
Stan Eitzen and Dr. Richard Lap chick.

The Governance of Intel-coke giate
Athletics
and
the
Relationship to the University by
Dr. James Frey.
8:30-9:30 p.m.: An open forum on
governance of intercollegiate athletics with Dr. Frey. Dr Allen Sack
and Dr. Sage.
TUESDAY
9-9:50 a.m.: Keynote Address
"Substance Abuse and the Role of
the NCAA, the University and Intercollegiate Athletic Programs
with Dr. Allen Sack
10-10:50 a.m.: "Stanford Court
Case-The Student Athlete View
with Susan Harriman.
11-11:50 a.m.: -Privacy Rights of
Students Athletes" with Dr. Sack
2-2:50 p.m.: The NCAA and Drug
Testing with Ruth Berkey.
3-3:50 p.m.: An open forum on
substance abuse with Dr. Stack.
4-4:50 p.m.: Closing of the symposium "Where Do We Go From
Here? with Dr. Sage and including all visiting scholars and guests.
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Dunabar Pig and Friends

present tor the court hearings till,
v, ill represent the NCAA ’s p.111
viev. while Harriman will shim Ow
students’ side.
health
Battle. SJSU director
services, will present the health and
accuracy aspects of drug testing.

Oscar Battle.
Hafyiman is the assistant to attorney Robert Van Nest %Ito represented two students in the Stanford
case involving NCAA drug testing.
Berkey is the assistant executive
director in the NCA A ;Ind was also

Berke Breathed

-THAT GUY TOOK
MY MONEY ASAIN
WILL_IiE EVER
sTOP ? WHENA
WILL I-1 END"
DUMBAR

NOT THE
ONLY ONE.)

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE PREGNANCY TEST and compassionate counseling Sunny.
vale 732 -FREE
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mork FII.
ice. Washington Nalionel Insur
ance.1408I 943-9190 for no
gation quote

obli.

STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
major manuf
& enge
?eering support Starter acts furnished Sone areas taken Call
13031 759-3200. eel 2401 Wedg
Cor Acceptance Corp. 6800 E
Hampden, Denver, Co 80224
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
end money too For Information
and brochure see A S
nail 14081371.6811

office or

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that’s OK we are a church cornmunity that values the individual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose ottor creative services,
stimulating diecussion. & app.
’unities for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays alt1 00 or call 292.3858

AUTOMOTIVE

clean. $1500 Call 723-7455

FOR SALE
A ROUND TRIP ticket to HAWAII on
call

Debi

TEAC 116300 RR tape deck -S400 21
PC 5ply s waterless cookware
set $300 Armoire bedroom cabinet -S150 251-5042
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP Is
unique bookstore. specindleIng
In

books

history
current
events. labor. Black Americans.

on

Chicanos.

Asien.AmerIcans.
Marklam
WrIdon by
Blacks. Chicanos Asians labor

women.

sclivisls. Marxists We also INve
in English. Soviet tees in the so.
Nal sciences You won I find our
book

posters and records in

other stores In the valley In ...Ilion we have fiction and chil
dren books
Located at 950 5
First St . San Jose 13 bike south ot
.2801 Call 294-2930 for hours

HELP WANTED

basis Great oppodunily for pro
tensional outgoing person Call
984-6235
ARE YOU SICK & tired of getting paid
& having to wall two more weeks
to see the sun again’ Food Ind. try giving you heartburn, We believe ihat the right to party is I al
amendment material Pick your
own hours For those overworked
brain cells we v. got plenty of col l. We are S min from SJSU
Find out how easy it is to sell
something everyone knows tho
California Diners Club two for one
dinner card We Woo have fund resorts positions open Forget
about your past Jerry Lewis Isle
marketing ...rites our of
lice Is plush and comfortable The
pay is tentastic and the hours are
unbeatable Come join in our fun"
Cell now for an interview at 2.6838

al 379-8710

BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH. 1090
SarologeSunnyvole Rd Contaci
Mandl Siadat al 996.2592 Flee
no inp no. Full part time

CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
tersest insurance company We
need reliable stable people Inter.
ested in owning man own Ituai
man.
nets We provide sides
agernent treining & a guaranteed
income when quolltled Call Devkl
Adams el

Requires

2 yrs experience in
ship rec or equiv plus

stores.
ability to lift 50 lbs. fork lift certificate and California driver s license Must be US citizen
415-493.1800 ext 445

TEACHERS NEEDED for infant tort
dler 8 preschool rooms at the
San Jose Heads Up Center Good
pay & working environment Call
Kelly at 432-1644
SALES" Walking
distance to campus Comfortable
surroundings Choose your own

DELIVERY PERSONS for PIZZA delivery Good pay 56 hr
Flex
hours. PT FT days nights Need
own car, Insurance. DMV print
out Call 286-7444 NOW HIRING"
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS part time at
Minato Japanese Rest San Jose
Japentown Call Mac 998-9711

hours Advancement opportune.
ties Cell Ernie PM only at 998-

(Toll.refundab-

Iles for adolescents and young
adults with autism & related disabilities FT PT positrons available
early weekday mornings
al
ternoons. weekend.. overnight
shills 5647 25 hr Cell for eft.
cations 8 information 374-6224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION ha
full time openings for automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
Shift graveyard & weekend shift

EXCELLENT ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
lest typist. Immediately needed A

class-schedule 100 yds north of
Due school, private office for typ

ISSIFOODSERVERS COOKS. HOST
ESS. CASHIERS and busboys
Marie
Callender’
Is
always
looking for new. enthusiastic
workers to loin our team Apply Cr
2831 Meridian Ace, or call 265
7130 tor appointment
FRESHMAN SOP141/OREClerk.typlet Type 40 WPM Willow Glen
area. 12-20 hours per week Good
for pre-pharmacy major Call for

orientation and US ciltzen in
guired
Call 415493.1000 et
445
WANTED
Et OWER
(WINERY
DRIVER Si Cr, hour For ,to call
City Center florist at 295 ill,
and ask tor John or Janet
WANTED INTRAMURAL OFFICIAL S
tor AS leisure Services E aperi
ence

helpful game knowledge
necessary
58410 per game
Apply in Student Activities Office
or call 924-5950
WORK FOR THE JACKSON BROWNE
for president party. Concerts
events etc, pay bnfts tun Call
the New American Party 476-7126
WORK FOR THOMAS JEFFERSON’.
Per.... lull time Call 476-7126

slept 286-8281
GET POLITICALLY ACTIVE and paid
Circulate petitions for CAL .OSHA
and educational funding
floe hrs Call 947-8091

PT and

GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for free.
lance work Must hove some ex
penance with design
leyoui

icensed pent
I bedroom
bath off street perking $475 Cali
licensed
224.3939 286-8810
agent

DOWNTOWN OFFICE

SPACE levallcorn.
able in Victorian Phone
puler hookups. nice 297-2940

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN’ Fine mobile home alternative lo apt hrn
rental Call Ernie al 371-1664 or
219-5100
FURNISHED MM for rent nost IBM
Kitchn privl S300 my util incl
$100 deposit Call 281.0789

MORE THAN A JOB. An experrence
that .11 build your communica
lions skills and will look great on
your resume’ Prey $5 hr base
bonuses which can double It. Call
now 924 1129 ask for Mitch
NOW HIRING Open recreation super
visor for AS Leisure Services
Eeperlence must. $550 per hour
20 hours per week Apply in Slu

371

4883
COME WORK FLEXIBLE morning &
evening shifts for our telienerket
Ins company Raise tends by
phone for worthwhile non-profit
orgenlestion Earn great hourly

PROP,
HANDYMAN -COMMERCIAL
ERTY Maintenance Responsible
& independent 20
hrs wli $S
97. contact Leslie Lori G
6466

5548 hr

Northern California Nannies ill 5)
9462933
RECEPTIONIST Perm PT must be
excellent on phones PC tow help.
tut Send resume to M Massa.
14103 CI Wincheeter Blvd. Los

RED EYE is looking tor assistant man were full time I part time in our
local atoms Well work around
school schedules but must have?
mornings week opening avail.
ability non-smokers inter.fted

KISS

41

BOOKSTORE

Michael Sherman

SPARTAN
Fehr..ary 29th

1988
SAMMY MASH par.y
I i.das at 9
PM 567 S 8th ST Come and have
an OPERATION"
TOUR SCOTT
Tell lib ROT’.
Inquiring minds want to know

BACKACHE", i

FREE

IF eaDnent as

have had low back pain tor inore
than 6 months End are 20-55
yews old pleas... Palmer Co,
irege of Chrroprac tic West at i4081
244-8907 estension 40?
BARE IT ALL. Slop shaving waxing
tweezing or using c heITICal
tortes Lel me permanently remove your unwanted hair II flit,
bikini tummy moustache etc?
15, discount io students and faculty Cali before May 31 1988 and
get your first ape, at I 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears Mirth
Gwen Chelwen XE
559 3,00 1645 S Bascom C
Hair Today Gone tomorrow

My Care

VECARE AT SUNRISE EVEWEAR
Frisme and lenses front 537’ Dr
Christopher Cabrern 00 Ounlity
ano last service at etrernely IOW
price Complete eye e.4o, mcludone glaucoma cheLk complete
contact tense service tor family
Fashion frames and sunglasses

Classified
YOUR

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED
by a professional high quality

by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power R

budget poce fr. information
Call 171 7887 ask for SJSU dis-

Open 7 days a week

count

insirra,e

and Medical are warmly VIPI
corned SJSU Students I not n
ways have 10m. off Call tor appt

MATH-PHONE

TYPING
AAAA ACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWL

EDGEABLE in typing that stops
Trull, TONY 296.2087 Thanks

Math
problems
solved tutoring by phone at any
lend Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

St 50 per page double

1415 796-8497

anteed Thanks

Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar-

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ let me
capture your wedding mernorws
with quality photos tor less" Bud
get and deluxe packages from
Si,, you keep the negatives Call
Choreal 2788099
DISC JOCKEY by
Deeree lecher formerly of KSJS
Inc
You ye got
party we ve got
the music’ Michel Produchons
provides a wide variety of music
for your wedding pert,/ or dance
at re.onable rates Call Orsirce
or Phil at 2192820 01 9227359
RESEARCH

Academic r50.1.

with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush jobs are my sped
ably

Call

Pam

at

14081

225-

5025 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY

PROFESSIONAL

WRITING

A A I SECRETARY

SERVICES
assistance

Ohostwrotong

All subjects areal. writers Resumes Rewriting Catalog Berkeley 1415) INT
5038

ACCURATE ACCOM.
PLISHED Typist Specializing in
all academic typing Including
APA format, term pews theses
resume’s & cover letters I look
tonnard to nerving your typong
needs this semester Hrly rates
830afet
500 pm -Jor. 2515942

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT letter quality
occurec y xi...1.d Academic
typing our speciality Free proo
fine disk storege
Reasonable
We in fast dependable gramme
wise college grads

So call us

FOR

RFNT

private

Apply In person MonFri 9AM.
4PM 260 Meridiem Ave S J 286.
54180
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts It el
15-66 hr to start Full benefits no
e sporkonce needed Apply VAN
3212

Scott

Very compettive rates
Students r.eoe a discount with
ID Access Date -281-4982 asli for

3864 (Were masseSel
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic Dustmen legal word
processing needs
reports

resumes letters group
prowls manuals, theses old All
CacleenIc formate I APA Free
disk stone. SPELCHEK punc.

Teresa
CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pa.
pairs group protects. theses. etc
Professional word processing
froe disk storage Quick return. all
work guaranteed Cassette transcription

available

Branham wee

Walton grommar assistance All
work guaranteed For Mal prole.
sio.I quick & depends.e efOnytrea serece at Its bast with
FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at

Almaden.

7 days week Call

247-2681 (Santa Clara) STUDENT

264-4504

FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

DO IT WRITE. Word or...sing

20

veers
resumes 40
lets mailing lists books articles
Proofreading editing available
Reasonable r Mes Cell Anne 576

GOOD

TYPIST" Roosonebto rate.
Cod Eve at 2514285 or 272-0033
Will pink -op end deliver

LASERJET OUTPUT leers of elder"
encte Nerving SJSU
end
students All work guarenteed
Specializing In word select and

faculty

6539 (San Jo.I
ENTERPRISE

Tenn papers

WORD PROCESSING

Thesis specialists ANo lefT/1 papers manuscripts screenplays.
resumes repetitive Niters Iran
scription Fr. SPELCHEK copy
edit disc storage Quick turd
around Santa CNN Call 246-

word Cell PJ at 923.2309
LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
writing assistance editing. typing
Lane
01 reports theses etc
Affordable eccurate dependable Only 12 minutes horn
campus Pickup aveilable Sally at
printer

5025
WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Term papers SI 75 p dbl sp end
proof. Small twain.* letters,

2514565

enced prohissionel typing said
ice for torm papers group pro
mete and mi. reports Resumes
MO Cave, letters Free welling
Letter quality printers
check
Competdr. males 7

tc-sit.ts ,Sue)

Sunnyvale
TYPING
WRITING Bay
I service 40 years epe

RESUMES
area s

Consultations
Career
Seminars All rob areas Car.,
Center 243-4070

nen.

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE..." Prof...
business sevo
sio.I typing
ices Fast resonable & near the
university Call 292 4047
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL" We lake
your dray Si? 5 type you party 4
spell
got down Lose, output
proofed Call Dina. Pubs at 945
3941.977-7999 beeper
TYPING"

REASONABLE

PATTI at 0051
Santa Clara area

Call

WORDPROCESSING REPORTS let
tors resumes manuscripts legal
Editing available Pave two debraes Reasonable mates Call 576.
1319
term papers
WORD PROCESSING
resumes
en
letters
reports
turnaround
quick
Excel quality
Call in and compare

NEED HELP", Call 5 0 5 n‘ Expert

RATES"
216-5633

Frern.o.

4144161-2913

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates
Minimum three Imes on one day

Close to campus call 295.1496

One
Two Three
Day
Days Days
3 Lines $355 $4 35 $4 75
4 Lines $435 $515 $555
Stifles $515 $600 $635
6 Lines $595 $680 $715
Each Additional Lone Add $ 80

8635 Maureen
SHARE THIS HOUSE with other 510
ell amenities
dents 1 room
1325

Quality guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Cell 4011 274

SPA FORMAT term paper thesis eve
corned 10 years typing word processing xperlenc Letter quality

(Count epinoxilndrely 30 lettets a,,d spaces lot each hnel

room

ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP to share
3 bdon apt in Sunnyvale Rent
S171 deposit, 1 3 util &
5240
1 3 phone 730.5542 Michele 737

1

mailing lists. flyers, ...letters
welcome
instructor
projects

with went. reports. theses les
socially science) etc 01291-0440

printing

Four
Days
$5 00
$580
$660
$140

(ill

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$6 80
$160

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

1 3 utilities Call 978-2282

11111111

ii

11/111411111

I

1111

11111.1_LL_1LIJ_II11111111111.11
Print Name

shore
ROOM for rent
$150
kitchen & bath 9275 my
deposit 135 5 12th SI Available
linarch Ist ask for Mr B

LARGE

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00
10- a Lines $63 00
15 Plus Lines $8000
Phone: 924-3277

LOST AND FOUND

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

DID YOU FIND BLACK mechanical
pencil", You can mak* 415 it

Enclosed is $

you return II CR119785872

call at 446.5636
OFFICERS PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS" FT PT security offi
cers all shift. FT PT evening
process servers We will train

GUARD SECURITY

FREE

bethroom A entrain. Washing
machine park ay. Each for cod
pie share kitchen Nonsmoking
5375 my
deposit & 1 3 utilities

5950

avail.. immediately

Skibblefritz

Ave San Jose call 247-7486 for
appointment

471,8920 ober 6 PM
ROOM

dent Activities Office or call 924.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSITIONS

666.

NEW CONDO TO SHARE’ 2 Won 2
6th close to SJSU Female non
Imo., £400 my
1 2 util 14151

OASIS CAMPUS REP’ PR or AD rnjor
to act as liason with Greek
clubs Great benefits. 21 or over
Contact Tod at 286-2356

Wanda Folk

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

located in the San Jose area &
open in April BA In Human Services or rele. field & previous
folper in the held of developmen.
tel disabilities Salary range Sr?

..-mgh Lines

Baywood

nemese Spanish & Chinese

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM 1 BATH"
Carport walk to campus no pets
$595 Inc Cell 224,3939 286-8840

6235

with autism & related dere.
opmentift disabilities home to be

S

now’’, 405 F Santa Clara Si at
96 call 995-0488 We speak Viet

HOUSING

Cell Linda et 984

HOME MANAGER Group Hon. Man
ogre for community -based rest
donne program for young adults

135

Confidential

SERVICES

S SUb 9AM to 730 PM) Phys.
Is
electronic or mechanical

part time dependable & steady
long term SS hr 12 hrs accu 7
days Very flexible. compatible to

meet at Spartan Bookstore Feb man, 2918- 1988"
CLINIC’’"
ELECTROLYSIS
UN
WANTED HAIR removed ’ores.,

4528

positions open two for weekdays Call lar Miles el 288-6838
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY in home
assembly work Jewelry, toys &
others FT & PT avail Call today’

’COME UP 8 SEE ME SOMETIME

TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed for residential Neill -

DRIVERS
WEEKNIGHTS or SAT
oniy You need
valid license
your oxvo car end In nnnnn c MeV
printout is unimportant Four Sat

paste-up etc

Call

TELEMARKETING

Gatos. 95030

lecher or Dick

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening al Varian Image Tubs Division

COO to S21 000 Call 374-6224

ACCOUNT EXEC type person needed
to find clients for freelance copywriter
Work
on
commission

hrs

good driving record Students
with two years of college or me.
Loring in the behavioral sciences
(A J Psych. Sociology etc lam
given preference Call Joe Harris

298-6535 or 923.8383 Mr Mann

son. One block from campus
404S 3. St 2 Call 295-1606
Special 8’. 09 tor SJSU with 10

P.A. 279-17135

Blvd between Olcoff & San TO
Ides Si... Clara Call 7274793

COUNSELORS HOUSEPARENTS for
boy’s group home Must be able
to work sleep over shifts and have

ist Bldg-436 E San Fernando St

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC-COM PC.COM" IBM AT XT compatibles and acces.

after 8 30

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME for autistic children Varied hours Call
Monday through Friday 9-5PM
377-5412 377.1494

1-518-4563535

61 VW KARMAN GHIA IN eng dual
webers air shocks new carpet

5300 Of offer

rence location Call 248-0895

Went 13404 241mr0

73 SUPERBUG auto stick -35K M on
’obit erg AM FM cass. In good
condition’ Aking $1800 plea.
call 973-9257 & Neve massage

Hawaiian Air

pay plus bonuses Call Gail at our
convenient Stevens Creek Law-

For

Lime_

Days

PERSONALS
Circle a Classifiestion:

BEAT MARCH Ist IMPORT PRICE rise
order now’ Secret heir & skin care
InonprescrIptiont Se* Viktor Ind

Announcements
Automotive
Computers
For Sale

di. in SH211 or cell 270.3774
Bus funding opply some free
samples while Ihey lest
I’D rather be SAD than SASsy
any day’ But R --d will have to
wall Bye forever -NO". Squilish

BED

Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
Personals

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

5E140 CHECK ISOINT ORM
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San JOIIP State University
San Jose California 95192

Clienifed des Lamed Newts 088205
Deadline Two days prior 10 1111)11
Consecutive publication dates ,toly
No refunds on cancelled ads

aea

ventille

Friday, February 26, 1988/Spartan Daily
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Petition

Cars: Take SJSU spots
I

page 1
Around campus, there are
his of cars w Inch have been left
on the street. it would help the
SJSU) parking problem to move
out the abandoned cars." Phil
Ball. Pick Your Part manager.
ii PM

Hie manager said there are
about 3,000 abandoned cars on
San Jose’, streets. and out of 1110
abandoned cars only five are
usually reclaimed
University Police Lieutenant
Shannon Maloney said limners
concerning city streets are outside
of his department ’ jurisdiction.
5151. ’ pros ides 5.500 parking
-.paces :Or a student. faculty and
slat? population of 2808).’
state, the Traffic and Parking Opelaiions Department.
Students. like Gerald Thomas,
entor majoring in industrial design. 1,k ant to know if anything
can he done to make getting to
school less of a burden.
"When I got here this morning
at 9 a.m. for 9:10 a.m, class,
every garage space yias full."
’Thomas said ’ ’It %could he nice if
there were some ’flake to park
The SJSI I ii I and Parking

SUREC

Office recommends alternatives
to solo-commuting: carpfxiling,
two -wheeled transportation, and
using the bus system -- county
transit
Mark Whitelield, public communications specialist for Santa
Clara County, urged students to
consider using the bus sy stem.
"The very hub of the transit
bus system is w here SJSU is located. Students who commute by
bus have access to both a high
frequency lof trips per route) and
number of buses," Whitelield
said.
The transit spokesman said 19
bus routes serve the downtown
area.
Arriving at SJSU may some
day. occur by another means
hopping on a light rail trolley car.
According to the County
Transportation
Agency .
the
southern half of the light rail system is currently projected for
completion in mid -1991.
North First Street is being widened and readied for the light rail
track in the center of the street
from Bedding to Julian.
"This section is scheduled to
connect the northern terminus of

From page I
have the choice of going away td
Humboldt or Sonoma."
The revenues from the parking garages are put in a central fund,
Boothe said. Universities get new
parking garages or lots when the
board considers it necessary. Since
SJSU built the Fourth Street Garage
in 1985, several schools in the system are ahead in line for new parking
facilities.
"We’re the ones with the greatest
needs and we’re paying the lutist, It
doesn’t make sense." MabraHolmes said. "What are we paying
for? The privilege of not being able
to park?"

the line with downtown San Jose
by next spring." the transportation agency stated.
At first, the system will not
provide a solution to the transportation problems of SJSU commuters.
"It couldn’t possibly help my
commute." student Tegan Mc-

Center and that the A.S. has grounds
fora lawsuit.
"You don’t realize the power behind what you have," he said to the Front page I
hoard.
been done.
McLennan said in support of the
No. 6 reads "Take no part in the
resolution that his desire is to "work organization’s affairs."
with individuals and to negotiate."
Hjelt passed Rick Thomas, direcTen’s McCanhy .A.S. vice president. said A.S administrators from tor of community affairs, a smile-enthe untsersity were consulting about ducing note. Donna Kaylor. director
of communications. and Bret Polvopossible legal steps that could be
rosa. director of student services,
Liken if the Chancellor’s Office
whispered and laughed frequently.
failed to listen to St BOD’s concerns.
No. 7 reads "Be sure to sit in the
"We are in a discovery period. hack so you can talk things over with
We spent time brainstorming possi- a friend."
ble avenues that could he taken to
The A.S. has allotted Boothe over
avoid a fee increase," McLennan $26.000 for his California state stusaid.
dent services budget this year. SeveA meeting is slated for March 1 to
ral times this w eel. Boothe has told
question Hillyard and Sheila Chaf- Ow Spartan Daily that he praciices
fin, assistant vice chancellor of
Phy sical Planning and Development

Meeting

rom page /
say
declined
to
Mcl.ennan
whether or not the project would be
delayed because of the student’s opposition to the ptudiasing of bond.,,
It a delay) is the
but he did say
last thing in the world anybody
would wait) "
Nobody knows the exact amount
the Chancellor’s Office is looking at
to cover the cost twerrUns. but
’somewhere around $10" per semester is the expected amount.
This would push the current Student Lit on lee to $48 from the current S38 per semester fee
Mike Finley . former SU HOD
member, called the director’s enOrts
’’a lame resolution...
The wording ot the resolution
doesn’t "demand the Chancellor’s
Office to provide twlhel means tor
mating the its ertuns Instead the
resolution asks that financial tutor mat ion and budgeting mtormation he
pros ivied ’before’ implementation
of a student tee increase
Finley said that he has a history of
follow tug the construction of the Rec

Warren

Matthew E Durham - Daily stall photographer

Donna Glidden, manager of the University Club, inspects an abondoned car by the club
Lane said about the project described in a leaflet entitled "Light
Rail Lines: Your Connection to
the Future."
The graduating senior, who has
been attending SJSU for 3 years,
also said she comes to campus at
noon to avoid parking hassles.
It would be nice if more peo-

From page I
play more real to the viewers in any
given area." he added.
Kerns received the Entertainment
Award from the Los Angeles Bu.siness Professional Association Iasi
year for his work in AIDS -related
projects.

pie could use carpooling. or were
able to stagger their classes."
McLane said.
Whitefield said the light rail
system would be beneficial to
SJSI,T students in the future.
the year 1991, White.
field said. Down the line it will
be very helpful."

In addition to "Warren," Kems
has done AIDS/US which used real
AIDS victims in the L.A. area who
talk to the audience about what they
are going through.

blanket drive, causing puzzled looks
because he lOrgot to explain that the
blankets would go to the homeless.
No. 13 reads -Never read anything pertaining to the organization
Mike Finley, former CSSA direcA.S. President Michael McLen- tor. blasted the A.S. board for not
nan and Terry McCarthy. A.S. vice protesting the proposed lee hike
president, both said they thought the strongly enough. causing McCarthy
tension of last week’s REAL in- to solicit his help in opposing the
fighting was over. "Everyone’s hike.
friends again." McLennan said.
No. 14 reads "Never accept an ofLater McLennan would not say he fice: it is easier to criticize than to do
supports McCarthy for A.S. presi- things.
dent. when asked. and McCarthy
A week ago many of the A.S. disaid he thought McLennan was op- rectors were making ’ heart-felt
posed to him for personal reasons.
speeches about their sincere desire to
No. 11 reads "Talk cooperation, serve the students of SJSU.
but don’t cooperate.
Wednesday. with nominations
Kaylor announced the results of locked up. they gave McCarthy an
her sorority’s dance-a-thon and Mc- ovation for ending the meeting after
Intosh announced his fraternity’s only an hour.

saying, "I don’t care" about A S.
because he believes he gives A S.
too much of himself.
No. 9 reads "Get all the organization will give you. but don’t give the
organization anything.’

A.S. President Michael McLennan feels Walters has done a "tremendous" amount for AIDS education on campus.
"Students here are fortunate to
have someone that’s dedicated to
making everyone aware of the problem," McLennan said.
"Jim did a hell of a job to get this
program organized," he added.
Rick Thomas, A.S. director of
community affairs echoes McLennan’s feelings.
"I think it is a great program."
Thomas said. "AIDS education is
crucial.
Walters, a member of Student
Mobilization Against AIDS and a
freshman majoring in history, suffers from AIDS.

Longshoremen send aid
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Longshoremen and peace activists sav the
medicine, clothes, and hooks they
loaded on a Nicaragua -hound ship
are the only true humanitarian aid
going to the troubled Central American country
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